Forecasting long-term human motion is a challenging task due to the non-linearity, multi-modality and inherent uncertainty in future trajectories. The underlying scene and past motion of agents can provide useful cues to predict their future motion. However, the heterogeneity of the two inputs poses a challenge for learning a joint representation of the scene and past trajectories. To address this challenge, we propose a model based on grid representations to forecast agent trajectories. We represent the past trajectories of agents using binary 2-D grids, and the underlying scene as a RGB birds-eye view (BEV) image, with an agent-centric frame of reference. We encode the scene and past trajectories using convolutional layers and generate trajectory forecasts using a Convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) decoder. Results on the publicly available Stanford Drone Dataset (SDD) show that our model outperforms prior approaches and outputs realistic future trajectories that comply with scene structure and past motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE study of human motion has been broadly explored by several applications, as character animation, surveillance systems, traffic analysis, and autonomous driving. Humans' trajectories can be predicted to avoid collisions, to detect suspicious behavior, or even to monitor crowd flow. As part inherent of humans' motion they are constantly adapting their paths regarding goals they want to reach, obstacles they want to avoid, and rules they are obligated to obey.
When humans navigate in urban spaces, they might be walking, cycling, skating, or driving. These are just a few examples of types of transportation commonly used by humans. The type of transportation used by a person characterizes his/hers pattern of motion. Therefore the person's trajectory is very correlated to scene, i.e. pedestrians usually walk on sidewalk, whereas drivers Manuscript received September 10, 2019; accepted January 8, 2020. Date of publication February 17, 2020; date of current version February 26, 2020. This letter was recommended for publication by Associate Editor M. Morales and Editor N. Amato upon evaluation of the reviewers' comments. This work was financially supported by Fulbright and Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior-Brazil (CAPES) -Finance Code 001. The work of D. Ridel are expected to follow lanes. This suggests that scene semantic information is an important cue when dealing with different patterns of human motion. Another meaningful information are the person's past positions, as they can help to understand the direction he/she is moving towards. A person's past trajectory can also restricts the space of probable future positions, as generally a person does not return to a preceding position. A high probable path for one person may have low probability to another just based on the direction both of them are walking towards.
Whether most of the current trajectory forecasting approaches extract features from a trajectory vector and concatenate with features extracted from the whole image to forecast trajectories, we establish an agent-centered spatio-time correlation between scene and past trajectory. Such spatio-time correlation is done by the usage of grids that represent both past trajectory and scene environment. The scene information here in the shape of a BEV image can be obtained through an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), smart city infrastructure (e.g. camera in a traffic light or at the top of a building), or even by the projection of a camera mounted on an Autonomous Ground Vehicle (AGV).
We propose a method that is able to predict multi-modal diverse paths that have high correspondence between predicted trajectories and scene. The predicted trajectories avoid obstacles in most of the sequences (92%), and they are also in compliance with path preferences from different agents, e.g. pedestrians prefer crosswalks whether cyclists prefer streets. We have outperformed state-of-the-art methods in the SDD dataset, using a smaller number of predicted trajectories (K = 5). Evaluating multi-modal trajectories is still an open problem as most of the current approaches are able to evaluate recall but fail into evaluating precision. Therefore we also propose a new measure to evaluate the percentage of all predicted positions (from all K predicted trajectories) that lie in paths, obstacles, and terrain.
II. RELATED STUDIES
A large body of literature has addressed the problem of human motion forecasting. For a more extensive review, we refer the reader to [1]- [5] . Here, we review deep learning models for motion forecasting. In particular, we focus on how these models encode the past motion and static scene context, and how they address the multi-modality of future motion. 2377-3766 © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
Encoding past motion: The past motion of agents is the simplest cue for forecasting their future motion. Past motion is typically represented using sequences of location co-ordinates obtained via detection and tracking. A majority of approaches encode such sequences using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTMs) networks or Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [6] - [13] . Alternatively, some approaches use temporal convolutional networks for encoding sequences of past locations [14] , [15] , allowing for faster run-times. In addition to location co-ordinates, some approaches also incorporate auxiliary information such as the head pose of pedestrians [10] , [16] while encoding past motion. Many approaches jointly model the past motion of multiple agents in the scene to capture interaction between agents [6] , [8] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [17] . This is typically done by pooling the RNN states of individual agents in a social tensor [6] , [12] , [14] , using graph neural networks [18] or by modeling pairwise distances between agents along with max pooling [8] , [9] , [11] .
Encoding the static scene context: Locations of static scene elements such as roads, side-walks, crosswalks, and obstacles such as buildings and foliage constrain the motion of agents, making them a useful cue for motion forecasting. Most recent approaches use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to encode the static scene context, either by applying the CNNs to bird's eye view images [11] , [14] , [19] , high fidelity maps [20] , [21] , or LiDAR point cloud statistics in the bird's eye view [22] , [23] . Prior approaches use very different models for encoding the past motion and static scene context. This heterogeneity of the two inputs poses a challenge to learning a joint representation over them. Thus, we propose a model based on grid representations. We represent the past trajectories of the agents using binary 2-D grids, and the underlying scene as a RGB Birds-Eye View (BEV) image, with an agent-centric frame of reference. We encode the scene and past trajectories using convolutional layers and generate trajectory forecasts using a Convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) [24] decoder. Closest to our approach is the model proposed by Li [25] , which uses a ConvLSTM encoder-decoder trained on a grid based representation of past motion. However, unlike our model, they do not encode the static scene and do not forecast multiple trajectories.
Models incorporating multi-modality: An inherent difficulty in motion forecasting is its multi-modal nature. There are multiple plausible future trajectories at any given instant due to latent goals of agents and multiple paths to each goal. Regression based approaches for motion forecasting tend to average these modes, often leading to implausible forecasts. Prior works have addressed this challenge by learning one-to-many mappings. This is most commonly done by sampling generative models such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [8] , [9] , [11] , Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [14] and invertible models [23] . Some approaches sample a stochastic policy obtained using imitation learning or inverse reinforcement learning [26] , [27] . Other approaches learn mixture models [7] , [12] , [20] , [28] .
In this work, we output a fixed number of output trajectories, and use the 'best of k' prediction loss to train the model similar to [9] , [20] .
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NOTATION
Problem Formulation: Our model uses past trajectories of agents and scene to predict future positions.
A trajectory is defined as a sequence of x, y positions in respect to time. τ h represents an agent past trajectory until upon time t. At inference time, t represents the last observation of an agent's position.
τ f represents an agent future trajectory ranging from time
where x = [x, y], and t h and t f are, respectively, the number of past and future positions used as time window. Given an agent past trajectory τ h and scene information, we want to predict τ f .
We denote τ f the Ground Truth (GT) trajectory,τ f a predicted trajectory, andτ k f with k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} each one of the K predicted trajectories.
Trajectory Representation with Grids: For each trajectory τ h we generate a N × N Boolean grid with t h number of channels. Each grid channel is populated according to the trajectory x and y positions at each time step. That means each grid is zeroed and has an one on the corresponding (x, y) time step position.
Scene Representation with Grids: Scene is represented by a N × N grid with three channels. Each grid position stores the RGB pixel values of a BEV map of the environment. Scene and trajectory are represented in the same spatial manner.
Frame of Reference: The frame of reference is centered at each agent being predicted at time t. For each trajectory we consider the x and y positions of the agent at time t as (0, 0) adapting the past and future positions according to this reference. The grid representations are therefore centered at the agent position at time t.
IV. PROPOSED MODEL
Our network comprises two modules, Fig. 1 . The first one (probability grid generation) takes as input trajectory and scene and generates the probability grids. These grids store the probability of the agent being in each cell at a determined time-step. The second module (sampling) samples K trajectories (τ f ) from the probability grids. The network is trained in a non end-to-end manner. We first train the grid generation module using weighted cross entropy loss, and the second module is trained using mADE loss.
A. Probability Grid Generation 1) Scene: Residual Networks (ResNet) [29] were used to process the scene. Such networks preserve specific features while also reasoning about global features of the scene. For the scene, we were more concerned about local cues at each cell location, and hence the lighter ResNet model sufficed for our purpose. ResNet is also useful to train because it can transform the loss search space into a smoother function [30] . Also the skip connections help to fit the model to data when the correct number of layers is unknown.
We pre-trained the ResNet using satellites images from the International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) [31] Potsdam dataset, to solve the semantic segmentation problem using cross entropy loss. The ISPRS provides semantic labels for 6 classes (impervious surfaces, buildings, low vegetation, tree, car, and clutter/background) in satellite's images. Such dataset does not have a specific label for sidewalks. As we consider that this is an important information for our path prediction problem we hand labeled some images from the training set of SDD [32] dataset and further trained the model to semantic segment such images.
2) Trajectory: Both trajectory and scene are represented in grids. For each past trajectory x, y position we generate a zeroed Boolean grid, setting the respective grid x, y position to one. We need t h grids to represent the pedestrian history of positions, whether for scene we only need three grids to represent the RGB values of the scene BEV image.
The past trajectory grid is processed by an U-Net [33] with skip connections. The choice of such architecture was made because as we are forecasting slow and fast moving agents in the same network we had to make sure all grid positions would be convoluted to encode the trajectory. The downsample-upsample architecture ensured that the entire past trajectory was captured by the receptive field at each cell in the final encoding layer. As stated in prior work, for trajectory prediction, the most recent positions of an agent have more influence in his/her future positions than older positions. Such past trajectory information is commonly useful to learn the orientation as in most cases the agents do not return to positions they have already been to, except the cases where they are stopped.
3) ConvLSTM: The prediction of long-term future trajectories tend to be more challenging and strongly relate to scene. Such future trajectories can be more robust and comprise curves to avoid obstacles. Because of this extra challenge we use ConvLSTMs instead of the simple convolutional networks, such architecture can learn more robust trajectories by deciding which features it should use from the prior Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cell and the current input, learning what it can forget or remember in order to reason about the future. We use weighted cross entropy loss to train the grid generation (first module in Fig. 1 ).
This module outputs t f grids with probable agent future positions. Figure 2 displays two examples of t f = 12 grids generated by our first module, where from grid 1 to grid 12 the probabilities shift from the center of the image towards the most probable paths/grid cells.
B. Sampling
In order to compare our method with prior approaches we have to extract diverse and cohesive trajectories from the probability grids computed by the first module. The sampling step, second module in Fig. 1 , receives as input all the grid maps from the first module and outputs K predicted trajectories, τ k f with k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, using a ConvLSTM network. The ConvLSTM generate K coordinates for each predicted timestep. For the t + 1 timestep, K coordinates will be sampled, and each one of them correspond to the first coordinate of eachτ k f predicted trajectory. The timestep t + t f will generate the last coordinates for each one of theτ k f trajectories, and the same for all timesteps between t + 1 and t + t f . After recovering the K predicted trajectories of t f length, we use Average Displacement Error (ADE) to compute the best-of-k loss.
Variety (best-of-k) loss have been used in prior work [9] , [11] , [14] with K value, usually being 5, 10, or 20. Such value means the number of trajectories the model is trained to generate. All generated trajectories are then compared with the GT trajectory and only the best loss is backward during training.
C. Implementation Details
All implementations were made using PyTorch. We applied a random rotation to all grids during training and we random shuffled the batches at every epoch. We used Adam optimizer [34] with a scheduler to reduce the learning rate on plateau in case the loss did not improve during the last 4 epochs.
One bottleneck of this approach is the high computational cost, mainly because of the ConvLSTM modules. Using a GeForce GTX Titan X near 5 days of training per module is Fig. 2 . Qualitative example of probability grids generated by the proposed method. By reasoning about the past trajectory the model is able to distinguish different future trajectories in the same given scene. The BEV image on the left contains a scenario where an agent's past motion is represented in white, and the ground truth future motion is represented in green. The set of images on the right contains the t f = 12 grids generated by the proposed approach according to the respective BEV image on the left. Each grid corresponds to one predicted time-step. Each grid's cell stores the probability of the agent occupy that cell at that time-step. Closer to yellow higher the probability. Left image: The scene is the same for both examples however the trajectory is different for left top and left bottom samples (left top) The past trajectory (white) ends in an intersection where the agent can choose between walking towards the top or to turn to the right (according to the viewer perspective). The GT trajectory (green) shows that in that specific case the agent decided to turn right (left bottom) The past trajectory (white) ends in an intersection where the agent can choose between turning to the top or down. The GT trajectory (green) shows that in that specific case the agent decided to turn down. Right image: In the grids 0 and 1 the most probable cells are closer to the center of the grid (right top) From grid 2 to grid 11 the generated grids are clearly assigning higher probabilities to the cells that correspond to both top and right paths (right bottom) From grid 2 to grid 11 the generated grids store higher probabilities to cells that correspond to both top and down paths. necessary to finish one epoch. Another limitation is the grid size that restricts the maximum trajectory size that can be processed by the first module (probability grid generation).
1) Grid Generation: We used a grid size of N = 128 because it allows us to fit most of the trajectories after down sampling them by a factor of ten, t h = 8 (3.2 secs), and t f = 12 (4.8 secs) as previously used in related work [11] . The U-Net and ResNet architectures were adapted from [35] . 1 We removed the tanh function in the last layer. We used seven blocks of U-Net with skip connections and ResNet with nine blocks. All convolutions in both architectures follow a Convolution-BatchNorm-ReLU or a Convolution-BatchNorm-Dropout-ReLU sequence, and use 4 × 4 spatial filters with stride 2. The convolutions down-sample and up-sample by a factor of two. The weights were initialized from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 0.02. All ReLUs used in down sample are LeakyReLUs with slope = 0.2. Dropout rate was 0.5. The ConvLSTM 2 architecture have one layer with input dimension of 20, hidden state with 16 channels, and kernel size of (11, 11) . The last layer is a 2D convolution with 2 outputs, i.e. for each cell we gather the chance of it being part of the agent's trajectory or not. 1 https://github.com/phillipi/pix2pix 2 https://github.com/ndrplz/ConvLSTM_pytorch 2) Sampling: The ConvLSTM used in the sampling step has the same hyper parameters of the ConvLSTM used for grid generation, however the last layer was replaced for a fully connected layer. The network was trained using mADE.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
We conduct experiments on SDD [32] dataset to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate our approach. We use the standard train, validation and test split available in TrajNet 3 [36] . The SDD dataset comprises different scenarios captured by a drone's camera. For each scene several trajectories are pixel-wise labeled. Those trajectories comprise diverse agents (pedestrians, cyclists, skaters, cars, buses, and carts).
We excluded lost positions from the sets of trajectories. A new ID was created when the agent re-appeared in the scene.
A. Baselines and Metrics
Efficiently evaluating multi-modal trajectories is still a open problem. Most of current approaches using best-of-K (or variety loss), compare each one of the K predicted trajectories with the GT trajectory, and consider as the result the predicted path that achieved closest distance to the GT. A current problem of such approach is that it is able to measure recall but it fails into capturing the precision. To evaluate the precision of our K predicted trajectories, we also use a Correspondence to Scene metric that gives us the percentage of predicted trajectory points that lie on paths, terrain, and obstacles. As such trajectories should not pass through obstacles, such measurement access the precision of the proposed approach for all K predicted paths.
Given the GT trajectory τ f and the K predicted trajectoriesτ k f with k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, we compute three metrics to evaluate the proposed method.
Minimum Average Displacement Error (mADE):
Minimum value among the average distance between each predicted trajectory and GT.
where τ t is the GT trajectory position at time t andτ 
and Correspondence to Scene (CS): The ADE and FDE metrics give a result considering only the best trajectory. The CS metric evaluate the precision of the method regarding all K predicted trajectories. This is important because we can evaluate the robustness of the method into predicting K reliable trajectories that comply with scene. For each image in the testing set we hand labeled the pixels into path (sidewalk, street), terrain (grass, ground), or obstacle (trees, cars, buildings), e.g. Fig. 3 . For each one of the K predicted trajectories, we match in the labeled image if each point in the predicted trajectory lies in a pixel that corresponds to a path, terrain or obstacle. We sum up all the points that lie in each category and then we divided by the total number of points, The result is the percentage of points that lie in path, terrain and obstacle. We use the same baselines as [11] . We also provide comparisons with two models from our proposed approach, the first one is the full model depicted in Fig. 1 using cross- Model without the probability grid generation step. The concatenation of processed scene and past trajectory is directly given to the trajectory sampling.
B. Results
We directly report the results from [11] in Table I . Our method with K = 5 outperformed prior state-of-the-art (using K = 20), in both ADE and FDE metrics. Ours w/o CE slightly outperformed ours w/ CE, with both of them achieving similar ADE and FDE results. However, ours w/ CE outperformed ours w/o CE on the CS metric (Table II ). In Fig. 5 we present some qualitative results. The points in white are the agent's past positions; the green points are the GT future points; the points in light blue, dark blue, black, red, and magenta are the predicted trajectories. In several scenes where the agent is walking towards an intersection Fig. 5(a) Nearly all predicted trajectories were contouring the roundabout and were plausible extensions of the past trajectory. Usually when the agent is in the middle of a big free area there is a pattern of having at least tree clear predicted paths, e.g. Fig. 5(l) . In Fig. 5(g) , the path is very narrow and all predicted trajectories are very close to each other. In many figures it is possible to see the compliance with scene. In Fig. 5(j) , given the past trajectory there are two possible paths left or down (according to the viewer perspective) and all the predicted trajectories are lying in those COMPARED AGAINST THE GROUND TRUTH two possibilities. In Fig. 5(b) , despite there are three paths (top, left, and down), the past trajectory is inclined towards the top path, so the network focused the predicted trajectories in the top and the left path. In Fig. 4 we point some of the cases where our model fails. In Fig. 4a the last position of the dark blue trajectory lies in the top of a tree, in that case the network could not distinguish the tree from the grass. Scenarios where the agent is stopped in the τ h and start to walk in the τ f are still a challenge. Such challenge arises due to the lack of information regarding orientation in τ h , as shown in Fig. 4b . Despite the predicted trajectories in Fig. 4b are feasible, none of them match the GT trajectory (green). In Fig. 4c the network predicted a shorter trajectory than the GT, this probably happened because there are some trees' tops projected in the path due to the camera view perspective.
We display the results for the CS measure in Table II . One observation from such table is that there are some points in the GT that lie in obstacles. In the SDD dataset there are scenarios where pedestrians are partially walking inside buildings, and as we hand labeled buildings as obstacles the trajectories' points will be computed as obstacles even if an indoor path existed. In order to fully understand the % on obstacles we have to look to both GT and ours results.
Both methods compared in Table II use one-hot grids to keep the spatial correspondence between the agent's past trajectory and the scene. The first (ours w/o CE) directly maps the scene and past trajectory to predicted trajectories, and the second (ours w/ CE) uses an intermediate probability grid representation. The intermediate grid generation step forces the predicted trajectory to have better compliance with scene. The grid generation step is also useful to have some grasp of interpretability on the model learning process, as it gives a qualitative understanding of the extracted knowledge from both scene semantics and past trajectory.
In general the proposed approach was able to generate diverse trajectories that comply with pedestrian past trajectory and scene. To deal with trajectories represented in image space is a non trivial task as the size of the grid directly implies on the maximum trajectory size that can be represented in such structure. Fig. 5 . Qualitative results of the proposed method. White represents past trajectory, green represents future trajectory (GT) and other colors (light blue, dark blue, black, red, and magenta) represent the five predicted trajectories. The scene information tends to bound the possible paths, and the past trajectory define the most probable trajectories based in the paths delimited by the scene encoding. In (a) according to the past trajectory direction there are three visually well delimited paths: left, top, and down (according to the viewer perspective). The predicted trajectories are in compliance with the three possibilities, in (b) despite the possible paths are the same as Fig. (a) , the past trajectory is moving towards the top. All the predicted trajectories go towards the left and top path, and the down path is disregarded, in (c) the predicted trajectories are more spread trying to cover a more broad number of possibilities, in (d) there is one predicted trajectory turning towards the left path, all other predicted trajectories are going towards the top, following the GT trajectory, in (e) all predicted trajectories avoid the roundabout even with the last point on the past trajectory going towards it, in (f) the predicted trajectories belong to very feasible paths (top, left, and right), in (g) there is a very narrow paved path in the middle of the top-left terrain. The path can be seen in (Fig. e and h) . All predicted trajectories stick together through the narrow path, in (h) the predicted trajectory in light blue continues the past trajectory. The dark blue trajectory assume the possibility of the agent crossing the street, and the other predicted trajectories go in GT direction, in (i) the agent is stopped. Three trajectories try to guess possible trajectories in case the agent decide to move, in (j) there is two possible visually well delimited paths, left and down. All predicted trajectories are situated in both paths, in (k) the agent is stopped and the predicted trajectories are only towards the portion left of the grid, that has semantic information, avoiding the dark side, in (l) There is not a well delimited path. All predicted paths go towards the top, bottom and right. In (m) all predicted paths are close to each other following the GT trajectory direction, in (n) there are three clear paths and there are trajectories oriented towards all of them, in (o) we can see the trajectories grouped in three directions, and in (p) the dark blue trajectory is almost matching the GT trajectory (green), and there are trajectories going parallel to the curb, and crossing the street towards the sidewalk.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we have explored the prediction of multi-modal trajectories by using spatio-time compliant representations for both scene and trajectory with agent-centric grids. U-Net and ResNet were used to, respectively, encode trajectory and scene. ConvLSTMs were used to generate probability grids and to sample trajectories. Our quantitative results on SDD dataset achieved state-of-the-art performance and qualitative results show that the predicted trajectories were in conformity with past trajectory, compliant to scene, and diverse. Future work can extend this model by exploring different sampling techniques, the usage of information regarding agent's interaction, and also the prediction of multiple agents' trajectories in parallel.
